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The modern world is filled with information; data, images, news, flickering lights demand our
attention and direct our lives. It is only through knowledge, wisdom and reflection that we can learn to
be active participants in our lives, rather than passive subjects. The lofty goal of education is to foster
this informed & critical way of seeing the world. The “informed” part of this equation is the easier half;
this is the passage of knowledge. Facts, figures, techniques, and information all fall into this category.
The harder part is to foster or nurture people's natural curiosity, but give it a critical edge to analyze,
and not assume or take for granted, new information. This heightened awareness of a subject is best
arrived at through with the use of context – historical, personal, philosophical, or technical.
The artistic heritage of learning a skill or craft is now complicated with the advent of modern
art. Even though much contemporary art has been through a “de-skilling”, the act of learning a new
material, way of observation, or method of producing an image is always exciting to watch. Each new
student comes with their own past and their own lens of seeing things. Getting to see something as
abstract as a persons way of seeing the world become material is always a fascinating. The second and
more important step to learning art, is learning to be informed and aware of the power of imagery.
Artists and designer play a huge role in directing and contributing to the plethora of visual information.
Without honing one's critical eye, a student never learns to look past the immediate, and see the
motivation and history behind an image.
My first goal in teaching a course is the transmission of technical knowledge. In a drawing class
I would want to see a progression of ease with their hand, their mark making, and the space in their
work. In a printmaking class I would want to see proficiency in how to work on a matrix and then
proper inking and printing. While this first goal is rather straight forward it is paramount to my later
goal. In this first stage the students and myself can begin to form trust, building a bond and foster a
sense of creative community. It is only once this is established that we can begin to be critical of what
is being made and pushing ourselves to grow and change. In this way the technique is just a stepping
stone to discussions about images, assumptions and tearing down pre-conceived notions about images
& culture. This critical edge is what I find to be most important. What I hope for is to maybe spark or
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feed their critical eye for visual information, so they are more engaged with the world around them,
seeing it's history, beauty and contradictions a little more clearly.
Being clear and fair is paramount to building a relationship with the students. Without trust
and rapport with students teaching them anything becomes an uphill battle. Demonstrations should be
concise, self-narrated to aid in understanding, and maybe even a little funny too. Having student
through themselves into a demo at the first opportunity is always helpful, this way the technique seems
less like a topic being taught from on high, but rather something real that they can use and mold to
their liking.
When I was learning stone lithography I was so intimidated by the preciousness of the stone
that I was anxious to touch, draw or even move the stone. During out first demonstration on how to
etch the stone with gum arabic, our professor invited me to pour the gum onto the stone, when I did
this I ended up pouring too much. While this was mildly embarrassing, it broke the ice for me. I felt
like the technique had lost it's intimidating aura and became something approachable.
My goal for teaching is that I can help break the aura of art and allow students to place art in
a personal context to their lives. Art can have this feeling of being unapproachable or unknowable,
reserved only for the solidarity genius, this model of thinking needs to be reworked. My mother was an
art history major and dragged me to every museum she could growing up, this exposure and subsequent
dialogue allowed my way into making, thinking and discussing art. I would like to think that this bridge
can be formed in a studio, not only giving student to chance to learn a new technique but also a new
way of critically thinking about themselves and the world.
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Adam Jaye Porter
Course Descriptions
PR102 The Modern Monotype
Mon-Wed 8:00am-11:00am 3 Credits
No Prerequisites
This introductory class will give students a chance to work with printmaking's most immediate
medium – monotype. Located at the intersection of drawing, painting and printmaking, monotype
allows students to play with both patient layering and spontaneous gesture. Students will gain
understanding as to how the print process can innovate and change the way they compose and develop
an image. A variety of techniques will be covered using plexiglass as our printing plate. This course
will introduce students to additive & reductive painting, stencil, embossing, and gum arabic transfer, to
allow the inclusion of photographic material in the work. Students will be asked to push the medium to
its limit, experimenting with color, scale, and material, hopefully finding a personal way of using
printed matter in their own studio practice. We will also look at historical monotype, like Edward
Degas, William Blake, & Richard Diebenkorn; we will also look at how contemporary artist use the
medium, like Cecily Brown & Amy Sillman. At the end of the course, students will leave the course
with a series of prints.
Course Fee - $15.00
DR203 Drawing/Digital – Blurring Tradition & Technology
Mon-Wed 12:00pm -3:00pm 3 Credits
Prerequisites: Junior or Senior Standing
This intermediate drawing elective is an exploration of the language of drawing: line, shape,
mark-making translated through the interface of digital media. A deepened understanding of drawing
and the tools available to contemporary artists within a historical framework will be a major emphasis
of the class. Students will learn to work with scanners, photocopies, glitch methods and projectors as
drawing tools. The class will begin by working from a traditional approach to drawings, but learn to
use digital interfaces as a way of making mark or changing a composition. Students will be asked to
break down the binary of digital/manual drawing and find ways of integrating the two in new &
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exciting ways, hopefully leaving the course with both improved drawing skills but also more technical
proficiency with computers. The semester will be broken into three pars, the first part working from
drawings into digital methods, the second working digitally and then back into a drawing by hand, and
the 3rd part will be proposal based – an personalized way of combining the techniques covered in class.
Course Fee - $10.00
FA405 – Senior Seminar/Studio: Imagined Spaces
Tues 8:00am – 11:00am 3 Credits
Prerequisites: Senior Standing or permission of Instructor
This hybrid seminar/studio course will be largely theory & reading based, including weekly
readings & studio visits. In this course students will examine how artists & designers have thought
about and imagined space, students will leave the class with a greater understanding of not only
pictorial space, but a heightened awareness of space in the context of history, philosophy & literature.
We will cover various texts probing this idea, including Bachelard's The Poetics of Space and Marc
Auge's Non-Places. We will also visit RISD's Print Room to see Giovanni Piranesi's Carceri
d'invenzione or 'Imaginary Prisons'. Historically we will look at how cultures have viewed and invented
imagined spaces for moral, practical, and religious reasons. We will also examine how technology have
affected how humanity imagines space, from flattened shapes or patterns, to perspective drawing, to 3d
renderings and video games. Working from this chronological and global way of analyzing space,
students will come away with a heightened awareness of how they imagine space. The course will
conclude with a 5 page paper & studio project, based on a proposal of the student.
No Course Fee
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DR203 Drawing/Digital – Blurring Tradition & Technology
Mon-Wed 12:00pm -3:00pm 3 Credits
Prerequisites: Junior or Senior Standing
Elective Course
Open to All Departments, Graduate & Undergraduate Students
Instructor: Adam Jaye Porter
Course Fee: $10.00
Tuesday/Thursday 8:00 am to 11:00am
Course Descriptions:
This intermediate drawing elective is an exploration of the language of drawing: line, shape,
mark-making translated through the interface of digital media. Students will learn to work with
scanners, photocopies, glitch methods and projectors as drawing tools. The class will begin by working
from a traditional approach to drawings, but learn to use digital interfaces as a way of making mark or
changing a composition. Students will be asked to break down the binary of digital/manual drawing
and find ways of integrating the two in new & exciting ways, leaving the course with both
improved drawing skills but also more technical proficiency with computers. The semester will be
broken into three parts, the first part working from drawings into digital methods, the second working
digitally and then back into a drawing by hand, and the 3rd part will be proposal based – an
personalized way of combining the techniques covered in class. We will look at several contempary
artist's who combine digital & drawing methods in innovative ways, such as Wade Guyton, Tauba
Auerbach, William Kentridge, Seth Price and Dane Watkins.
Aims:
• To improve drawing skills by using digital media
• To experiment with the process of drawing and re-working, rather than just completing a drawing
• To uncover how scanners, photocopies and computers can help push scale of their work, rather
than being confined to standard letter or tabloid sizes.
• To advance drawing skills by being able to rework drawings and compose new drawings using
digital information, through xerox transfer, collage, projections, or printing
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Objectives:
1. Creation of work that incorporates the immediacy of drawings into a computer based method,
gaining insight into how to expand one's mark-making vocabulary (25%)
2. Innovative Compositions generated with scanners, photocopiers, photography, and other computer
based ways of manipulating visual information i.e. photoshop, text edit/word pad glitch process
(25%)
3. Expansion of the language of drawing with modern technology (50%)
Method & Critique
We will break this course into three parts, each part will build on the previous project, ending
with the students learning how to uniquely blend technology & drawing. Group Critiques will occur as
a transition from one project to the next. I would like to invite students to think of the Critique less as a
“Test” and more as a way to distance themselves from their work and gain perspective on their process,
both technically and conceptually. Before each group critique I would like students to come prepared
with at least one question to pose to the group before introducing their work. Also I expect each
student to take notes during their critique, since this is a helpful method to capture and later reflect on
the comments made by the group.
Assessment
Attendance 10%
Critique participation 25%
Project 1 20%
Project 2 20%
Final Project 25%

Safety
We will be using several print processes which will require a heightened level of awareness of your
surroundings. Anytime one uses solvents, gloves and adequate ventilation are paramount to ones health.
We will also be using computers, be aware to take breaks, stretch, and rest your eyes while using a
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computer for extended periods of time. When using an exacto blade, always be sure to cut with a guard
on a proper surface, this minimizes the force necessary to make the incision which decreases the
chances of slipping and cutting yourself. I will demonstrate the proper way to do all of this throughout
the semester, but it is always important to be mindful of your materials and your surroundings, if you
have any questions ask me.
Projects
The semester will be broken into 3 projects. 4 week will be given to the first two projects, with 5 weeks
being devoted to the last project.
Project 1 - Drawing to Digital Material
Week 1
Learning Objectives: How has technology and the proliferation of printed matter affected the way we
view hand made marks, how can hand made marks be used, distorted or replicated through technology.
Begin to understand that “Drawing” as a discipline has never been isolated from technology, rather it is
always informed by industry, materials and techniques
Agenda: Go over syllabus, look at slides, set up still life in class, start small studies of still life in class
Week 2
Learning Objectives: Refresh drawing skills, learning to approach observational drawings and
abstraction as a process, work to “finish” drawings using graphite, charcoal and ink.
Agenda: Complete 15 small drawings ( 11x17) using various achromatic media, working from the still
life. Demonstration on graphite powder, charcoal sticks and india ink.
Week 3
Learning Objectives: Understand how xerography and scanning can capture marks, learn how to
manipulate a drawing in photoshop and how to think about how this can push a drawing or rework a
composition
Agenda: Demonstration - Photocopying drawings & scanning them, this will cover how both of these
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processes tend to work and how certain drawing materials are captured differently (graphite vs ink)
Demonstration-Xerox printing and xerox transfer methods that will allow students to bring digitally
captured or altered drawing back into a preexisting drawings ( we will learn how to best pre-flight a file
for xerox transfer and how to tile a xerox print to push scale) Using this method students will be asked
to start a larger drawing 22x30 but use a combination a scanned of photocopied drawing to collage into
it, students can either work directly from the still life, or use it as a starting point for working into
abstraction.
Week 4
Learning Objectives: Begin to grasp the number of ways a xerox copy or manipulated scanned image
can inform a drawing or collage, how representation imagery can be clarified or how abstraction can be
introduced.
Agenda: Students will have work time, individual meetings to go over how they are approaching using
the smaller studies to formulate a larger drawing or collage. On Thursday we will have a group critique
to look at the process of how to 15 smaller drawings were photocopied & manipulated to inform the
final piece. We will see how a drawing can be translated into digital information.

Project 2 Digital to Drawing
Week 5
Learning Objective: Start a project working from digital information then into the physical,
learn how to transfer digital information to paper and use that as a base for a drawing. Learn to
approach digital drawing and information as mark-marking tools to start a a drawing
Agenda: We will go over the objectives for this project. Students will then do and find a material to
scan. I will give a demo of photoshop painting and wacom use. We will then learn how to print on a
larger b&w xerox plotter and how to do a gum arabic – ink printing.
Week 6
Learning Objectives: Introduce Glitch methods to the students as a way to alter or remix the
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preciousness of digital information, try and move away from a purely, pristine photographic or digital
drawing.
Agenda: I will demo the text edit glitch process on Mac OS and the word pad effect on Windows.
Using these methods in conjunction with the gum arabic printing, students will take 3 of their digital
drawings and start larger drawings on nicer paper (reeves or somerset).
Week 7
Learning Objectives: Develop hands on experience with developing a drawing that was started
on the computer in the real world, understand how technology & art are intertwined
Agenda: We will look at slides detailing how technology in the past had a direct influence on how
artist's made marks, from the Cave Painting's in France made from mud, to the conte crayon fad in
Italy during the Renaissance, to silver point drawings. After this slide presentation we will have
individual work time.
Week 8
Learning Objectives: Probe the methods available to artists today working in the discipline of
drawing, break down the idea that new technology is “corrupting” drawing, understand the innovative
ways new technology can help artists express themselves.
Agenda: Individual work time followed by a group critique of the 2nd Project
Project 3 Breaking the Binary
Week 9
Learning Objectives: Students should reflect back on the techniques and discussions from the
first two projects and develop a loose game plan or interest to explore in the last project.
Agenda: Written proposals will be due at the beginning of next week, we will have a group discussion
about the direction students are interested in moving. This will be followed by individual meetings with
each student. In addition to a written proposals students are to do 3 small drawings, roughly exploring
ideas or materials for their final project.
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Week 10
Learning Objectives: Uncover personal way of hybridizing traditional and new technology
as drawing tools. Identify the need for other media to be included in the project if need be.
Agenda: Individual work time. I will also demonstrate how to use a projector to project still and motion
images if any student has an interest in using that as a drawing tool or installation method.
Week 11
Learning Objectives: Critically look at how tools are used, why certain marks are being made.
Agenda: We will have an informal, in progress critique to explore the different directions students are
moving. Through this students should be able to go back in their work and finish out their projects with
reflections from their peers
Week 12
Learning Objectives: Continue personal explorations of the media and techniques covered.
Agenda: This is the last work week before the final critique. During this last stretch students are
expected to be working in their studios. I will have individual meetings with each student, helping to
field questions from final installation issues or conceptual issues.
Week 13
Learning Objectives: Engage in a critical dialogue, reflecting and reviewing the work done in
this course, demonstrating an understanding on both traditional and digital media, in the context of
their own studio work
Agenda: This will be our longest critique to date. We will spend approximately 30-45 minutes
critiquing each students work. Reviewing it on a material level, but also a conceptual one as well. We
will then try and contextualize it in the spectrum of the first two projects and assess how the student
utilized a variety or smaller palette of techniques in a unique way.
Please feel free to email me and set up meeting outside of class time as needed.
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Wade Guyton – Installation View

Seth Price – Venice Biennial
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Course: Drawing/Digital – Blurring Tradition & Technology
Instructor: Adam Jaye Porter
Class Project – Digital into Drawing
Project Description: Building upon the previous project (taking a drawing into a digital space) this
project will introduce the reserve and challenge students to bring the digital into the material world.
Students will learn to use a computer not as an end goal for simply outputting a final piece (hitting
print) but learn how to use the computer to create, appropriate, and alter marks to expand their
markmaking vocabulary. The process and conceptual associations with computer, photography and
digitally based marks and images will be deepened by hands on experiments in photoshop and
transferring images. Students should came away with another way of understanding how current
technology can be integrated with traditional approaches.
Goals/Aims:
◁ To using a Wacom tablet and Adobe Photoshop to make marks and draw on a computer
◁ To generate a set of images of marks (8-10 roughly ledger size) in order to create a a larger
drawing
◁ To use different transferring methods (gum arabic transfer, citra-solve transfer, tracing and
projecting) students will learn how to take digitally source images/marks and compose a
drawing by hand.
Outcomes:
•

A heightened awareness of where their marks originate and how they use different tools to
make a variety of marks.

•

A deeper vocabulary of marks and how these build a composition and have a conceptual or
thematic element to their drawings.
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Class Demonstration:
Monday: I will demonstrate how to use a Wacom tablet and select various photoshop brushes
(including pressure sensitive one and where to download free ones from the internet). I will use a
projector to show students how to navigate the basics of photoshop; creating a new file, setting its
dimensions and resolution, color profiles, and how to think of scale and opacity of marks in photoshop.
We will also address the positive/negative relationship of mark-making through using the erasure tool
in photoshop. I will also introduce the “Layer” panel so students can begin to play with different ways
their marks in photoshop can interact. Finally I will show students how to bring a photograph into
photoshop and “draw” over it, using the photograph as a guide for making marks. We will have a short
break and then students will need to generate 8-10 images or marks. 45 minutes before class ends we
will then head down to the student print center to print off (xerox) the files they created.
Wednesday: Students need to bring the xerox prints and 3 larger sheets of drawing paper (somerset or
swarthmore will work fine) that they created last class. In this class we will go over 4 techniques for
using these prints as drawing tools. The first two will be the most low-tech; tracing them using a light
table and projecting them an old-fashioned overhead projector. The second two we will do in the
intaglio room.
Xerox Transfer – Using citra-solve (a natural cleaning supply from Whole Foods) I will show
students how they can lay down a xerox print onto drawing paper and using a rag (with a little of the
citra-solve on it) and a wooden spoon or dull brush tip, they can hand-transfer their images or marks to
start a composition. Issues of incomplete transferring or using the brush tip as an intermediary
markmaking tool will be explored. Once each student has experimented with transferring two images
onto larger sheets will will switch over to the last technique.
Gum Arabic Transfer- Using bowls of water, a bottle of gum arabic, a large piece of plexi-glass
(22x30), etching ink, a brayer, sponges, and a small etching press we will learn how to take a xerox
print and ink it up with etching ink so that the ink can transfer to the drawing paper by running them
through the press together. At the start I will go over basic press safety and briefly cover basic
lithographic/planographic information to inform students how rubbing gum & water into a print
allows them to ink the xerox print with etching ink but only deposit the ink in certain areas, allowing
them to “charge” their images so that it can be transferred to their drawing paper. I will show them
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cover to flood the image with gum, using the sponge to create a thin mask of water to repel the ink.
Then how to spread out etching ink for a brayer, and how to ink the xerox print with a brayer without
tearing the paper. Once each student has successfully inked up their first xerox, I will show them how to
safely and properly place their plate/xerox on the press bed, how to lay down their drawing paper, and
how to run them together through the press using newsprint and blankets to achieve the right amount
of pressure. Students can then “buddy” up and the press, taking turns transferring images and inking up
other xerox prints. Students could even potentially print over some of their citra-solve transfers to start
to play with layering and building a composition.

Robert Rauschenberg

Assessment:
Basic- Students will demonstrate a basic understanding of computer/handmade marks and transfer
techniques. They will create drawings that combine these processes in one or two layer to develop a
composition
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Advanced- Students will radically expand their mark-making vocabulary, they will demonstrate ease
of working back and forth between transfer techniques and direct drawing. Their drawings will
combine these processes in exciting and unexpected ways, leading to surprisingly different drawings.
Materials:
Monday – Computer lab access with Wacom tablets, I will load the students files onto a flash drive.
Wednesday – Gloves, Citra-Solve, wooden spoons, brushes, bowls, brayers, etching ink, palette knives,
newsprint, xerox prints, drawing paper, gum arabic, plexi-glass, etching press.
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Drawing/Digital – Blurring Tradition & Technology
Instructor: Adam Jaye Porter
Mid-Semester Course Evaluation
Aims:
• To improve drawing skills by using digital media
• To experiment with the process of drawing and re-working, rather than focus on a completed
piece of work
• To uncover how scanners, photocopies and computers can help push scale of their work, rather
than being confined to standard letter or tabloid sizes.
• To advance drawing skills by being able to rework drawings and compose new drawings using
digital information, through xerox transfer, collage, projections, or printing
Objectives
1. Creation of work that incorporates the immediacy of drawings into a computer based method,
gaining insight into how to expand one's mark-making vocabulary
2. Innovative Compositions generated with scanners, photocopiers, photography, and other computer
based ways of manipulating visual information i.e. photoshop, text edit/word pad glitch process
3. Expansion of the language of drawing with modern technology
In order to improve, reflect, critique, and discuss the course thus far; and in order to direct our
collective attention for the second half of the semester please use the prompts below:
Please Rate: ( 1 = Lowest/disagree 5=Highest/agree)
Are the demonstrations clear and helpful to generating work?
12345
Is the professor approachable and prepared for class?
12345
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Is the time given for the projects appropriate?
12345
Do you feel engaged in the techniques and concepts covered in class?
12345
Has this course opened or shifted your thinking about technology and drawing? If so how?

Do you feel you can use any of the techniques, ideas, or approaches beyond this class?

Ask me a question!?! What would you like to see, observe, use, destroy, create?
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Adam Jaye Porter
Grading Rubric

Addresses Projects
Criteria

Ingenuity/Creativity

Rigor/Initiative

Skill/Quality

0
Does not address or
bear any relevance to
project

0
Shows no signs of
conceptual or material
thought

0
Displays clear lack of
effort

0
Does not show a
demonstration of
material usage or
refinement

1
1
1
Project criteria were
Student shows some
Student engages with
considered, but minimal
level of interest in
the project but does not
engagement is shown thought with the project
move past materials
covered

1
Student shows a basic
understanding of
materials

2
2
2
Uses the project as a
Interesting questions
Student goes beyond
place to begin thinking
about
assignment to bring in
or making progress
process/material/concep new materials/concepts
t are raised by student
engagement

2
Student shows progress
in how the materials are
used

3
Strikes at the core
concept of the project

3
3
3
Project radically uses
Student defines the
Student's level of
concept/process/materia
project in their own
engagement with the
ls in an unexpected yet
terms, maintaining a
materials is refined and
resolved way
level of rigor that pushes shows a sustained level
the project into a
of quality
personal context

1=D2=D
3=D+
4=C5=C
6=C+
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7=B8=B
9=B+
10=A11=A
12=A+

